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CASE STUDY

Cascade Coffee
Digitalizes manufacturing processes to maximize 
operational efficiency and business scalability

Company Overview

Cascade Coffee is a premier gourmet coffee contract manufacturer located near 
Seattle, Washington. The company specializes in roasting, grinding, flavoring, and 
packaging coffee, catering to the world’s finest coffee brands and shipping orders both 
across the United States and internationally.

Challenges 

Prior to Nulogy, manufacturing and packaging processes at Cascade Coffee were 
handled by paper-based methods and manually-updated spreadsheets. Cascade 
wanted a modern software solution to digitalize their shop floor processes and drive 
operational efficiency and business growth. Challenges they were facing included:

• Difficulties managing and tracking production performance throughout multi-stage 
manufacturing processes, such as roasting, grinding, flavoring, packaging, and 
quality control.

• Lack of inventory visibility throughout production, resulting in:

 ◦ Production and consumption of inventory not being managed in real-time. 

 ◦ No visibility into inventory of the intermediary Finished Goods between each 
processing step. 

• Minimal inventory management capabilities with no pallet numbers or picking 
functionality.

• Inefficient materials planning due to lack of data and inventory visibility.

• Paper-based traceability workflows that required days to perform a recall, as the 
team would have to manually process paperwork.

• Painful, time-consuming ship order picking that required manual unit picks out of a 
full pallet.

SUMMARY

Nulogy enabled 
Cascade Coffee to 
transition away from 
manual, paper-based 
processes with a 
modern operational 
software solution, 
significantly improving 
operational efficiency, 
inventory visibility 
and traceability. 
The agility and 
efficiency gained 
from digitalization 
through Nulogy has 
empowered Cascade 
to accelerate its 
business growth.
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The Results

Cascade Coffee implemented Nulogy’s Operational Solution to 
achieve the following:

• Completely digitalized multi-step manufacturing processes 
for operational visibility, making it easy to track and manage 
production anywhere at any time, with real-time data directly from 
the shop floor.

• Full inventory visibility and control throughout the production 
process, making it possible to track materials for each processing 
step, enabling end-to-end lot traceability for quick and accurate 
recalls.

• Data-driven decision making for Materials Planning making it 
quick and easy to identify materials shortages by item, date, and 
the need of planned orders, significantly reducing the time for 
materials planning and order management.

• Eliminated manual work enabling Cascade to perform ship order 
picking out of pallets. This allowed Cascade to streamline the 
process to ship orders in a professional and prompt fashion, 
helping onboard new customers and grow the business.

• Performed actual vs. expected costs for Job Profitability analysis 
with Nulogy’s costing functionality, which also serves reporting 
and invoicing purposes.

To learn more about Cascade Coffee, visit https://cascadecoffee.com/

To receive a free consultation on how Nulogy’s Operational Solution can digitally 
enable your contract manufacturing or packaging operation, contact us:

www.nulogy.com     |     info@nulogy.com     |     1-888-685-6491 

With the current stay-
at-home order in place, 
Nulogy has been pivotal 
in allowing us to know 
what is happening at the 
plant from home. The 
recommendation for an 
Item’s Assembly Details 
has allowed us to improve 
line goals and maximize 
scheduling.
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